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Abstract

Existing theoretical and empirical research on dowries has difficulty accounting for the large
changes in dowry levels observed in many countries over the past few decades. To explain
trends in dowry levels in Bangladesh, we draw attention to an institutional feature of marriage
contracts previously ignored in the literature: the mehr or traditional Islamic brideprice, which
functions as a prenuptial agreement in Bangladesh due to the default practice of being only
payable upon divorce. We develop a model of marriage contracts in which mehr serves as a
barrier to husbands exiting marriage and a component of dowry is an amount that ex ante
compensates the groom for the cost of mehr. The contracts are welfare-improving because they
induce husbands to internalize the social costs of divorce for women. We investigate how mehr
and dowry respond to exogenous changes in the costs of polygamy and divorce, and show that
our model gives a different set of predictions than traditional models of dowry payments without
contractible mehr. To test the model’s predictions empirically, we use data collected on marriage
contracts between 1956 and 2004 from a large household survey from the Northwest region of
the country, and make use of changes to religious personal law governing divorce. We show
that major changes in dowry levels took place precisely after the legal changes, corresponding
to simultaneous changes in levels of mehr.
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1 Introduction

There is a large and growing literature in economics and other social sciences on the role of dowry

(payments from a bride’s family to the groom) in marriage markets. Economists typically model

dowries as the outcome of female competition for grooms in settings in which it is relatively unattrac-

tive for women to stay unmarried compared to men, for instance because male individual earnings

capacity exceeds that of females (Becker, 1981; Rao, 1993). In this framework, dowry acts as a

price that equilibrates the marriage market by equating supply and demand for grooms.

Despite the appeal of this analytical framework, empirical and theoretical research into dowries

has had difficulty accounting for the large swings in dowry levels and participation that have been

observed in countries such as Bangladesh, India and Pakistan over the past few decades (Srinivas,

1984; Amin and Cain, 1997). Time trends in all three settings indicate substantial dowry inflation

and rising participation despite documented increases in the relative economic value of women and

little change in the relative number of brides and grooms on the marriage market (Rao, 1993; Paul,

1986; Anderson, 2007).

One of the most difficult puzzles to explain is the abrupt switch in the direction of marriage

payments that occurred recently in Bangladesh. In this setting, the dowry system first emerged

in the 1950s and has now almost fully replaced the traditional system of bride prices, making it

the only Muslim country in which bride price is rarely observed and dowry is almost universally

practiced.1

This paper attempts to reconcile economic models of dowry as prices with observed trends in

dowry payments by incorporating into the analysis a thus far overlooked institutional feature, the

mehr, a payment conditional on termination of the marriage, that originates from the traditional

Islamic brideprice. In particular, most Muslim marriages involve the negotiation of a mehr provision

as part of a marriage contract, which consists of a monetary payment from husband to wife (Carroll,

1986). The key characteristic of mehr in Bangladesh is that, unlike in other Islamic countries, it

is almost universally and automatically specified to be paid only in the case of husband-initiated

divorce, much like a standard prenuptial agreement.2

We investigate the possibility that an important price component of dowry in Bangladesh is

compensation from brides to grooms in exchange for the amount of mehr specified in the marriage

contract, which poses a credible barrier to no-fault divorce. If divorce imposes disproportionate

economic and social costs on women, then it is ex ante efficient for couples to sign such a binding

contract because it induces the husband to internalize the cost of divorce for the wife. Since agreeing

1Among Muslim majority countries, marriage transfers from the bride’s side are only commonly observed in
Pakistan and Bangladesh (Tertilt, 2005). In both countries, dowry participation has risen dramatically since partition
from India, and now characterizes the majority of marriages.

2There is no consensus on why this institutional feature emerged in Bangladesh and not in other Muslim countries.
One possibility is that it resulted from the rare combination of interpretations of Islamic law: on the one hand
polygamy became unattainable for all but the wealthiest since 1961, on the other hand men retained unilateral rights
to initiate no-fault divorce. In most traditional Muslim societies, men have unilateral rights to divorce while at the
same time polygamy is widespread. In contrast, in more modernized Muslim societies, polygamy is restricted, but
women enjoy more equal rights in the divorce procedure.
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upon a higher mehr in expectation imposes costs on the husband - by keeping him in a less than

ideal marriage with some probability, and by having to pay this increased mehr in case of an even

worse match realization - grooms must receive a transfer at the time of marriage that is increasing

in the amount of mehr specified in order to agree to the contract. The prediction of this theory

is that the emergence of dowry should coincide with the emergence of nontrivial deferred mehr

payments specified in marriage contracts and mehr and dowry should be positively correlated.3

Furthermore, both prenuptial amounts and average dowry levels will vary over time with changes

in the cost to men of marital separation and the enforceability of marriage contracts.

To explore the implications for dowry payments of contracting over mehr, we develop a model of

marriage markets in which couples specify prenuptial agreements and exchange a prompt transfer

before entering a marriage. We assume a limited contracting environment, in which marrying

couples specify a single conditional transfer from the husband to the wife in case the husband chooses

to divorce. This corresponds to the agreements that can be specified within traditional Muslim

marriage contracts, which are the agreements that can be enforced using the widely accessible

institution of religious courts. Despite the limited set of possible contracts, we show that under

some conditions equilibrium agreements achieve efficiency by inducing the husband to internalize

the social costs that divorce imposes on the wife. Mehr in our model serves the same role as a

severance payment in an employment contract: they both create an extra barrier for one party to

end the relationship, and in case of risk averse agents, both serve an insurance purpose.4

We show that in equilibrium dowries can be decomposed into a component that compensates

the groom for the mehr specified in the marriage contract and a residual component that serves the

usual price role of equilibrating the supply of brides and grooms in the market. In the model men

are perfectly compensated ex ante for the amount of mehr specified in the contract, while women

anticipating higher costs of divorce choose higher levels of mehr and pay higher dowries.

Our explanation of dowries is similar in spirit to theories positing that property or unearned

income brought into marriage results in preferable marriage outcomes for the woman, particularly

increases in her bargaining power (see for instance Schultz, 1990 and Zhang and Chan, 1999).5

3This is indeed consistent with a historic example provided by Rapoport (2000), who reports that the practice of
deferring a portion of mehr was extremely prevalent in early Islamic Egypt (7th/8th century). His explanation for
the practice is that “a portion of the sadaq was deferred in order to deter husbands from unilateral divorces and from
other unilateral actions.” At the same time, marriages in early Islamic Egypt involved substantial dowry (jahaz).
Disciples of the scholar Malik succeeded in eliminating the practice of deferred mehr by the ninth century, after which
point dowry was no longer observed.

4For the literature on partnership and employment relations in incomplete contracting environments, see Klein et
al. (1978), Grout (1984), Grossman and Hart (1986), and Hart and Moore (1990)). Particularly related to our work
is the literature on “hostages” - a terminology introduced in Williamson (1983). See also Williamson (1984), Raub
and Keren (1993), Chiu (1998), and Dnes (2003). One difference is that in some papers hostage is defined to be a
promise of the transfer of a productive asset that is more valuable for the agent who makes the promise than to the
recipient, while in our model it is a simple monetary transfer.

5Our paper focuses on the effect of mehr on reducing the probability of divorce (an event differentially costly for
the woman) and abstracts away from the impact of mehr on household bargaining during the marriage. However,
in models of household bargaining in which post-divorce outcomes serve as threat-points, an increase in mehr would
increase a woman’s bargaining power and hence payoff during the marriage by increasing her outside option and
reducing the man’s, further reinforcing that men in equilibrium would require an ex ante compensation for agreeing
upon a higher mehr, and leading to the same qualitative conclusions as our model. For standard models of household
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However, while this general idea has been raised in numerous papers on collective household models,

we are not aware of existing work that identifies an explicit mechanism through which dowry

- which is property of the husband - affects household outcomes in a way that is favorable to

the woman.6 Within this literature, the work most closely related to ours is an empirical study

by Esteve-Volart (2003), which examines whether increases in dowry post-1974 (when penalties

on unregistered marriage rose) are associated with a reduction in the probability of divorce in

Matlab, Bangladesh. The empirical strategy rests on the assumption that women who register

marriages will be refunded their dowry in the event of divorce, but fails to identify a mechanism by

which dowry can be recovered, a key focus of our paper. As a result, Esteve-Volart (2003) cannot

empirically disentangle dowry as divorce prevention from an increase in women’s willingness to

marry in response to the legal change of 1974, and in fact reaches an opposite conclusion to our

findings on the change in dowry levels.

To lend empirical evidence to the role of mehr in explaining marriage payments, we exploit

changes in men’s incentives to divorce that occurred with two amendments to religious personal

laws governing divorce in 1961 and 1974. Our model predicts that: (i) By imposing financial

barriers for men who abandon their wives without formal divorce, the 1961 amendment implies an

increase in equilibrium levels of both dowry and mehr; (ii) By strengthening the enforcement of

alimony payments and therefore the contract-independent costs of divorce, the 1974 legal change

under certain assumptions implies a decrease in equilibrium levels of both dowry and mehr.

The above predictions differ from predictions obtained from a model in which dowry does not

depend on negotiated terms of the marriage contract. In a model without mehr, the 1974 legal

change would be expected to increase the equilibrium level of dowry by increasing the exogenous

cost of divorce, and therefore making marriage less attractive for men. In contrast, in a model in

which couples could specify both negative and positive mehr levels, they would be able to “contract

around” the increase in mandatory divorce transfers, hence dowry levels would be unaffected.

However, we show that given a nonnegativity constraint on mehr, which is an institutional feature of

Bangladeshi marriage contracts, an increase in the mandatory divorce payment creates a distortion

that forces some women out of the market.7 Equilibrium dowry levels then have to adjust such

that all women who are not constrained pay less dowry than before.

bargaining and related empirical analysis, see McElroy and Horney (1981), McElroy (1990), Chiappori (1992), and
Lundberg and Pollak (1993,1996).

6Some qualitative studies suggest a psychological pathway through which dowry increases a bride’s well-being.
According to the BLAST (2004) study, which carried out in-depth interviews with women in 12 districts of Bangladesh,
“‘Shukhe thakbe’ or ‘she will live happily’ is the most common reason for agreeing to give dowry. . . Many of the
women... stated that dowry had increased their status among the in—laws, even if they did not have complete control
over the items given as dowry.”

7While theoretically possible, non-negative mehr would have to enter the marriage contract as an added provision
(e.g. "If the man seeks a divorce from his wife, he will be paid XX"). The Hanafi school, which is predominant in
Bangladesh, does not allow additional clauses to the marriage contract. Furthermore, it is doubtful that a negative
mehr payment would be an acceptable clause in any setting. For conditional clauses to be valid in any school, such
clauses must “further the object of the marriage and not violate the Shari’a." For this reason, conditions specifying
that the husband pay lower alimony in the event of divorce are not allowed. See Esposito (1982) for a thorough
discussion.
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We test the predictions of the model using novel data on marriage contract elements collected as

part of a large household survey in rural Bangladesh. Our empirical findings support the hypothesis

that trends in dowry in Bangladesh over the past 40 years are in large part caused by shifts in the

use of prenuptial agreements in response to changes in the legal environment that affected the cost

of divorce for men. As predicted, levels of both dowry and prenuptial agreements increased sharply

when legal barriers to polygamy were enacted and decreased after contract-independent divorce

costs were imposed on men. This finding contradicts previous claims in the literature that dowry

has increased monotonically since its emergence. Our estimates imply that three-fourths of the

increase in dowry from 1960 to 2000 is a result of increasing expenditures on divorce prevention

over the period.

To gain further traction on the estimates, we use political boundaries to isolate villages in our

sample that had limited access to official marriage registrars or union councils that officiate divorce

proceedings prior to 1974. For households in these villages, the legal change of 1961 should have

had little impact on marriage contracts, while the legal ruling of 1974 should have had the opposite

effect as it had in less remote areas by increasing the enforceability of marriage contracts without

lowering the threat of divorce. Results from difference-in-difference estimates that compare the

impact of the laws in these two areas support both predictions.

An alternative role of dowry that has been explored by a number of social scientists and histori-

ans is that gifts from a bride’s parents to the couple at marriage often act as a pre-mortem bequest

to daughters. While historic evidence indicates that this was the traditional role of dowry in many

societies (Botticini, 1999, 2003), there is little empirical evidence on the destination of marriage

transfers in contemporary settings since it is generally impossible to distinguish the two types of

transfers in survey data. Our analysis also sheds light on the role of bequest dowry in explaining

trends in Bangladesh with novel data on ownership rights over dowry that allow us to separate

more precisely bequest dowry (transfers from bride’s parents to bride) from gift dowry (transfer

from bride’s parents to groom) than has previously been possible. According to our estimates,

bequest dowry is low and constant throughout the period, and, as predicted, independent of legal

changes. This stands in contrast to past analyses of the trend in bequest dowry in Bangladesh

based on less precise information, which estimate a decrease in the level of bequest dowry over time

(Arunachalam and Logan, 2006).

2 Institutional Background

2.1 Islamic Law and Marriages in Bangladesh

A key feature of all Muslim marriage contracts that differs from a standard Western civil marriage

license is a provision regarding mehr, a sum of money or any other valuables that the husband

promises to give to the bride upon marriage.8 Muslim scripture specifies that all marriages involve

8 In Islamic law, marriage is defined as a civil contract whose essential components are the offer (ijab), the accep-
tance (qabul), and the payment of mehr. Rules regarding each of these were outlined in the Qur’an. For instance,
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a transfer from groom to bride, and the majority of classical Muslim clerics hold mehr to be

an automatic effect of the marriage contract such that even if no mehr is stipulated, the wife is

entitled to claim a “fair” amount based on that received by others of her social standing (Esposito,

1982; Welchman, 2000; Ali, 1996). Customarily, mehr is divided into prompt mehr, which is

payable immediately at the marriage, and deferred mehr, which is payable on the termination of

the marriage by death or by divorce initiated by the husband (Rapoport, 2000; Welchman, 2000).9

Muslim marriage contracts routinely include written documentation of both types of prenuptial

arrangements. In Bangladesh, after the announcement of the engagement of a Muslim couple and

before the wedding takes place, a formal contract (kabin) is drawn up and signed in the presence

of a licensed marriage registrar (qazi) at a special ceremony. The contract specifies the amounts

of prompt and deferred mehr, which cannot be renegotiated after the marriage has become legal

(Geirbo and Imam, 2006). While in most settings, the majority of mehr is specified to be prompt,

the default practice in Bangladesh is to specify the entire amount as deferred and only to be

transferred in the case of divorce (Kamal, 1994; Huda, 2006).10

Islamic family law under any interpretation affords far greater rights in marriage and divorce

to men than to women. Most notably, only a man can contract more than one marriage at a

time (up to four permanent wives are allowed in all schools of Islamic law), and only men have

unilateral and unconditional divorce rights (talaq). When talaq rights are not curtailed through

legal amendments, husbands can divorce their wives without cause, attempt at mediation, judicial

oversight or even informing their wives. As a result a married Muslim woman in many traditional

settings lived under the ever-present threat of being divorced without having the right to initiate

divorce herself.

Although women have little ability to influence marriage outcomes directly, throughout history

scholars have regarded deferred mehr as an effective deterrence against husband-initiated divorce.

This view can be observed in legal discourse of the last century such as the following:

“This one-sided liberty of divorce, as well as the one-sided permission of polygamy, .. are the

natural results of complete freedom of contract, and the rigid enforcement of contracts between

parties so unequally matched, as were men and women. . . But where the woman is by any chance

in a position to make a better bargain for herself, the same principle of free contract tells in

her favour. . . . [T]hough an absolute stipulation that she shall never be divorced will be void in

law, she can make herself practically secure by stipulating for a dower so large, that it will be

inconvenient or impossible for him to pay it, on the understanding that it will not be exacted

unless he divorces her. . . ”

[4:4] You shall give the women their due dowers, equitably. (See also 244:24-25, 5:5, 33:50, 60:10).
9When the divorce occurs through judicial dissolution, deferred mehr payment does not follow an absolute rule. In

these cases, the courts have the latitude to assess blame and harm caused by the spouses and allocate cost accordingly.
If the husband is found to be at fault, the wife is generally granted the mehr (El-Arousi 1977: 14; Quick 1998: 36-39;
Ali 1996, 125).
10This was verified by the authors with data collected from the books of 315 marriage registrars in rural Bangladesh

in 2007. In none of the marriages recorded in these registrars was more than a token amount of mehr (>$1) specified
to be prompt (cross-tabulations and details of data collection available upon request).
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- Roland Knyvet W ilson, An Introduction to the Study of Anglo-Muhammadan Law (London: W . Thacker, 1894), pp. 138-139.

The next sections formalize this notion in a model of marriage contracts involving mehr.

As opposed to mehr, dowry does not originate from Islamic law and is neither registered nor

recorded on the marriage contract. While it is a now common practice in Bangladesh, it is supported

neither by state law nor personal law. In fact, dowry was declared illegal in Bangladesh in 1980

with the Dowry Prohibition Act, though this appears to have had no impact on the institution

(Huda, 2006).11 Furthermore, there is no consensus in the literature as to why dowry emerged

among Muslim households in Bangladesh and Pakistan when the system is nonexistent and even

shunned by religious leaders in the rest of the Muslim world. On account of evidence that dowry

practices began to spread in both countries at the point of partition from India, dowry is often

perceived to be a cultural practice inherited from upper-caste Hindus (Rozario, 2004). However,

this view fails to account for the fact that dowries only became common practice in Bangladesh

post-partition.

2.2 Amendments to Divorce Law

The introduction of post-colonial legal reforms to religious personal law governing divorce serves

as the basis of our empirical strategy for isolating changes in dowry that correspond to changes

in demand for divorce prevention. In Bangladesh, there have been two such legal amendments to

religious personal law governing divorce since divorce proceedings were originally codified. The

Muslim Family Law Ordinance (MFLO) of 1961, and the Registration of Muslim Marriages and

Divorces Act (MMDA) of 1974.

2.2.1 Muslim Family Law Ordinance of 1961

Religious leaders and legal activists have long recognized Muslim women’s vulnerability to both

indiscriminate divorce and polygamy. Hence, the key emphasis of legal reform of family law in many

Muslim countries including Bangladesh during the last century has been imposing restrictions on

the rights of men to divorce their wives through talaq and contract polygamous marriages. The

MFLO of 1961 set out procedures through which a husband had to notify an official of his intent

to divorce and also imposed significant restrictions on polygamy. While the talaq notification law

was intended to empower local councils to impose barriers on arbitrary divorce, in the absence of

penalties for failure to notify or explicit regulations on maintenance payments, the law did little

11As the law punishes equally giver and receiver of dowry and there is no means for authorities to monitor these
transfers, it is unsurprising that the law has not curtailed dowry. In fact, its intention was to reduce domestic violence,
which could, on account of the new law, be punished more severely if the victim claimed it involved disputes over
dowry.
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to discourage divorce.1213 In contrast, polygamy restrictions were much more explicit and binding,

and included the requirement that a husband obtain the written permission of the local government

authorities (Union Council) of the existing wife’s residence for a second marriage and satisfy the

council that he had obtained the prior wife’s consent. In addition, the proposed new marriage had

to be “just and necessary”, determined by the council on the basis of the current wife’s physical or

mental condition and the husband’s ability to support multiple families. To enforce these rules, the

MFLO empowered Union Councils to arbitrate on all disputes related to polygamy, and imposed

automatic jail sentences for men found to be in violation of these rules (United Nations, 1997).14

An even more important key to enforcement was the law making any second marriage that had

not been approved by the council grounds for immediate judicial divorce in which the first wife can

claim mehr and maintenance without the husband’s agreement.

To summarize, the main effect of the MFLO was to place firm restrictions on polygamy without

altering the cost of divorce, thereby increasing a husband’s incentive to officially divorce in the

event that he desires to separate. These reforms did not take effect in East Pakistan (present-

day Bangladesh) until 1963 due to resistance by local clerics (Syed Ali Nawaz Gardezi v. Col.

Muhammad Yusuf PLD 1963 SC 51).

2.2.2 Registration of Muslim Marriages and Divorces Act of 1974

The second amendment to divorce law was the MMDA of 1974, which succeeded in imposing

barriers to divorce. Most importantly, by establishing a universal system of divorce registration

and physical registries, the Act made notification requirements of talaq effective, such that men were

under threat of penalty for committing talaq without going before the courts, thereby curtailing

men’s privilege to verbally divorce their wives.

By requiring that divorce be granted only in court, these stipulations increased a man’s expected

costs of divorcing his wife (for any fixed level of mehr specified in the marriage contract) since there

was a greater chance that he would be required to pay maintenance. Furthermore, the three-

month notification period and administrative procedures associated with talaq registration that

the law imposed were intended to inhibit divorces that occurred out of emotional impulse. The

requirement that local UP councils be involved in all divorce proceedings further strengthened a

divorced woman’s right to alimony payment (mata’a) and possibly also her right to mehr.

To summarize, the 1974 amendment enacted procedural requirements that increased expected

alimony payments and therefore lowered a husband’s incentive to divorce his wife.

12Because of exactly such concerns, in 1956 the Pakistan Commission on Marriage and Family Laws recommended
that the Court be authorized to order a husband to maintain his divorced wife until death or remarriage, citing the
“large number of middle-aged women who are being divorced without rhyme or reason should not be thrown out on
the street without a roof over their heads and without any means of sustaining themselves.” (Report, in The Gazette
of Pakistan [Extraordinary], June 20, 1956, p. 1215).
13Muslim laws require that a divorced woman receive maintenance from her husband following talaq, talaq tafwid or

ta’liq, divorce, or following faskh or tafriq, a legal or conditional divorce, under certain circumstances. The woman’s
right to maintenance depends on the interpretation of and legal norms governing the circumstances of the divorce.
14 In particular, “The Ordinance made any marriage contracted without such permission punishable with impris-

onment up to a year or a fine of 10,000 Takas or both (United Nations, 1997).”
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2.2.3 Case Law Developments Regarding Divorce Payments

While these two enactments were the only legislative amendments to divorce law, there were also

two case law developments regarding the amount men had to pay wives for maintenance in cases

of divorce.15 In the first, in 1990, (Rustom Ali v. Jamila Khatun, 43 DLR (1991) 301), the Court

ruled in accordance with classical Hanafi law that a former wife may not claim past maintenance

unless the parties have a previously established agreement, which clearly highlighted the importance

of specifying mehr in marriage contracts. In 1995, after much pressure from women’s organizations,

the High Court temporarily reversed this decision, and the case immediately went to the Supreme

Court. After a long waiting period, in 1998 the Supreme Court reinstated the 1990 ruling on

maintenance.

To summarize, the 1990 and 1998 rulings reduced the expected financial cost of divorce by

decreasing the amount of maintenance a man should expect to pay in the event of divorce. Although

less permanent than the constitutional amendments, both rulings received widespread attention in

the Bangladeshi and international Islamic media (which was also far more wide-reaching by the

1990s), so could have plausibly had an even greater influence on expectations of enforcement of

marriage contracts.16

2.3 Complementary Legal Institutions

The potential influence of the legal changes described above depends on critical features of the legal

environment in which they are made. Here we discuss two institutional features of family law in

Bangladesh particularly relevant for interpretations of marriage contracts and payments.

2.3.1 Record Keeping

First, complex and potentially long-standing contractual arrangements are only enforceable, and

therefore meaningful instruments to prevent divorce, in a setting with a sufficiently strong insti-

tution of record keeping. In Pakistan and Bangladesh, registration of Muslim marriages has been

compulsory since the passage of the MFLO, which included detailed rules regarding the manner in

which registration was to take place, and pronounced that registers be preserved permanently.17

However, the laws were not universally applied until post-independence since the MFLO made no

provision for the appointment of sufficient registrars to accommodate the new requirements. As a

15The issues of maintenance and obedience within marriage, as well as grounds on which women may seek divorce,
continue to be governed by classical (Hanafi) law. Much legal development has occurred through case law. In contrast,
marriage registration, polygamy, and talaq are governed by common law (Emory University, 2003).
16There were also two additional case law developments to divorce legislation that dealt with forcible restitution

of conjugal rights when a couple has separated and judicial kuhl in which a woman renounces her right to mehr. We
exclude these two cases from the analysis because they concern an extremely limited number of divorce cases. Forcible
restitution almost never comes up in court, and in Bangaldesh, judicial khul is only allowed in extreme circumstances
under Hanafi law. For a disucssion, see Carroll (1996). In contrast, the other two cases affect every divorce.
17The MFLO required that the following information to be entered in the register: amount of dower; how much

of the dower is prompt and how much deferred; special conditions or stipulations for dower payment; whether and
conditions under which husband has delegated power of divorce to wife; whether the husband’s right of divorce is in
any way curtailed; and whether any document was drawn up at marriage relating to dower or maintenance.
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result penalties were not imposed on couples that failed to register, and marriage registration rates

remained at around 50% throughout the 1960s and early 1970s.

In practice, the MMDA facilitated a truly universal system of marriage registration by appoint-

ing local registrars throughout the country and establishing strict rules relating to registration fees

and higher penalties imposed on registrars and couples that did not comply. By 2000, an estimated

90% of all marriages contracts were recorded in the national registry.

While registration is relatively new in Bangladesh, the practice of mehr and referral to marriage

contracts in divorce settlements (presided over by appointed local judges) pre-date the codification

of personal laws. Prior to the MFLO, Muslim marriages in Bangladesh were presided over by the

qazi, as they are today, and the signing of the contract was a fundamental part of the traditional

marriage ceremony.18 Since marriage in Islam has always been interpreted as a contractual arrange-

ment, marriage registration is not necessary to legitimize the use of marriage contracts for divorce

prevention. While registration facilitates the process of divorce, local councils will still consider a

marriage contract that was not registered but can be produced by one of the divorcing parties.

2.3.2 Contract Enforcement

The significance of dower arrangements also depends fundamentally on sufficient contract enforce-

ment, which amounts to the scope of the local councils in interpreting the conditions under which

a woman can claim either deferred or prompt dowry and awareness among women of their rights to

mehr. Although the Qur’an is fairly specific about certain circumstances of marriage and payment

obligations, there is in practice a great deal of discretion on the part of courts to decide whether a

divorced woman has a right to claim mehr. The legal and social science literature is very scant on

the actual power and variance across time or space of Union Parishad (UP) Arbitration Councils

that deal with disputes concerning divorce, maintenance and polygamy.19 Internal project docu-

ments prepared by Madaripur Legal Aid Association (MLAA, 2000) point out that UP Councils

often exist only on paper and that local people are frequently unaware of their existence. The only

published literature has been produced by the Asia Foundation (2002), which concludes that the

UP councils tend to be biased and ineffective in providing justice to women and the poor, and in

some cases even decline to convene sessions. The report further points out that the members are

frequently ill-informed about family law.

Nonetheless, although many women may be uninformed about their legal rights or reluctant

to take their husband to court, Rozario (2004) claims that women do seek legal aid when thrown

18The qazi (qadi, kadi, kazi) is a traditional Muslim judge whose advice is also traditionally sought on other matters
of personal law, such as inheritance, divorce, and the administration of religious endowments (waqfs).
19Nazneen (2004) summarizes the role of Salish Councils in present-day law:
“Salish is now administered in three overlapping forms in Bangladesh. The Union Parishad Arbitration Council is

empowered to arbitrate on family disputes, and its decisions are recognised in the Family Court. Traditional salish
is a gathering of village elders and concerned parties, exclusively male, for resolving local disputes, and has no legal
authority. NGO-modified salish is a new form which aims to modify salish panels and the way in which their sessions
are conducted and administered. Salish cannot legally adjudicate on criminal cases, issue fatwas or impose cruel or
inhumane punishments. Family disputes have to be settled based on religious personal laws.”
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out or threatened with second marriage or divorce, and there are countless examples of legal cases

involving divorce negotiations and payment that appear in the local press.

More importantly, in practice, uncertainty in legal outcomes does not invalidate the central

function of marriage contracts in posing barriers to divorce as long as there remains sufficient

expected enforcement of such contracts. Indeed, anthropological research into divorce settlements in

rural Bangladesh provides evidence that, while amounts of mehr are not strictly enforced in divorce

proceedings, there remains a strong relationship between mehr and actual divorce settlements

determined by the courts. Hasle (2003) reviews 27 divorce cases in a rural village in 2000, and

observes that settlements are roughly 20% of specified mehr, and in no case is no settlement offered

to the woman.20 Hence, while enforcement varies greatly over time and space, the legal system

provides more contract enforcement than is commonly assumed. While not guaranteed, the average

married woman can expect some degree of enforcement of marriage contract terms upon divorce.

3 Theoretical Analysis

In order to analyze the effects of important legal changes in marital law, below we propose a

simple model of marriage markets that involves both dowry and prenuptial agreements. As we will

show, our model with an ex ante contractible divorce-contingent transfer generates a different set

of predictions than existing models of marriage markets.

Intuitively, there are two main channels through which the legal changes we examine affect

dowry and mehr levels:

1. There is a direct effect on how much mehr women would like to specify in their marriage

contracts: the MFLO made contracting on high levels of mehr possible by making it impossible

for men to exit marriages without official divorce, while the MMDA decreased women’s demand

for mehr by increasing the contract-independent transfer men had to pay to their wives in case of

divorce. The resulting changes in mehr change the amount of dowry women have to pay, because

men require a higher dowry payment in exchange for higher mehr specified in the contract.

2. The legal changes affect the supply of women and men in the market. The MFLO, by

making it impossible for men to exit marriages without official divorce, enlarged the set of effectively

contractible mehr levels, increasing the supply of women in the market. The MMDA, by increasing

the contract-independent costs of divorce for men and the contract-independent compensation for

women in case of divorce, had a direct impact of decreasing the supply of men and increasing the

supply of women in the market. These supply changes effect the levels of dowries.

Below we show that changes through these different channels work in the same direction in

the case of the MFLO, generating an unambiguous prediction in that both dowry and mehr levels

20From the authors’ informal discussions with kazis and local officials, it appears that an important motivation
for universally inflating mehr on marriage contracts is because Bangladesh has gone through several periods of high
inflation, yet mehr is not indexed to inflation as it is in some countries. Hence, the contracted mehr gives flexibility in
accounting for potential inflation by providing a maximum amount that a judge could demand. In practice, in periods
of low inflation, it seems that judges use a rule of thumb (a fixed percentage of the specified mehr) in determining
the appropriate amount.
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should increase after the change. In the case of the MMDA, changes through different channels

operate in different directions. Under certain assumptions the net effect implies a decrease in both

dowry and mehr levels.

3.1 The Model

For ease of exposition, here we present a simple one-period model, which is still rich enough to

analyze the effects of legal changes on dowry and mehr through both channels discussed above.

In a supplementary appendix (Ambrus and Field (2008)) we extend the analysis to a dynamic

framework - see the related discussion in Subsection 3.4.

3.1.1 Basic framework

Consider a marriage market with a continuum of women and men, of the same measure. Assume

that all individuals are initially endowed with the same amount of consumption good, which we

normalize to be 0 (we abstract away from nonnegativity constraints on consumption).

The timing of events is as follows: (1) Individuals decide whether to marry or stay single; (2)

Those who want to marry get matched, sign a marriage contract, and exchange a prompt transfer

(dowry or brideprice, depending on who the recipient is). The marriage contract specifies the mehr,

denoted by m, that is the payment that the husband has to pay to his wife in case he decides to

divorce. We assume that m has to be nonnegative. We denote the net prompt transfer from the

bride to the groom by d (hence, d > 0 corresponds to a dowry payment, while d < 0 corresponds

to a bride price payment). See below for the matching technology and contract choice. (3) The

ex ante unknown match qualities of couples realize (see below in more detail); (4) Married men

decide whether to stay in the marriage, or to divorce or abandon their wives; (5) Men who decide

to divorce pay a transfer to their spouses, the amount of which depends on the marriage contract

signed (see below for more detail); (6) Individuals consume.

Ending the marriage, through official divorce or abandonment, is a unilateral decision of the

husband. In case of divorce, on top of the contracted mehr payment m (which can differ across

couples), the man also has to pay a mandatory alimony payment m0 ≥ 0 (which is the same for all
couples). If a man instead abandons his wife, he does not have to pay any transfer to the abandoned

wife, but an exogenous cost q ∈ R+ ∪ {∞} is imposed on him.21

All individuals have the same utility function, which is additively separable in consumption

utility and marriage utility. U(c, x) = u(c) + x, where c is consumption in the given period, and

x is a term that depends on marital status and match quality realization. Below we focus on the

case when u(c) = c, which simplifies the analysis considerably, because insurance considerations

are missing from marriage contracts.22 Hence, the sole purpose of mehr is providing an exit barrier

21This cost can incorporate both costs imposed by institutionalized or informal social punishment, as well as
economic costs like those arising from having to relocate.
22Since marriage utility and consumption utility are treated symmetrically, one can also interpret part or the whole

marriage utility as an economic surplus (extra endowment that the individual generates in case of married).
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to divorce.

We normalize x, the utility term from marital status, to be 0 for individuals who do not

marry. For man i, x = Xi + εi in case he gets married and stays in the marriage. Term Xi is

individual-specific and known by the man ex ante, representing his eagerness to marry. Term εi is

a match-specific random component that is unknown to the couple before entering the marriage.

This represents the couple’s (or the in-laws’) unobservable level of compatibility. In case man i

marries but decides to divorce or abandon his wife, x = Xi. That is, in case of a bad realization of

εi, the man can save the implied utility cost by separating.23 The distribution of Xi in a cohort is

assumed to be continuous and have strictly positive density over R, and have finite first and second

moments. The random term εi has the same distribution for all men, and this distribution has

a density function ϕ(), which is assumed to be continuous and strictly positive over R, and have

finite first and second moments.

For woman j, x = Yj if she gets married and stays married, where Yj is individual-specific and

known ex ante.24 We assume that being divorced or abandoned imposes socioeconomic costs on

women.25 In particular, for woman j, x = Yj − Dj in case she is divorced, and x = Yj − Aj in

case she is abandoned. Terms Dj and Aj are individual-specific and known ex ante. We assume

Aj ≥ Dj −m0 for any woman j. This implies that even a woman with mehr 0 would prefer to get

officially divorced than abandoned. The distribution of (Yj , Aj ,Dj) in each cohort is assumed to

have a continuous density function and finite first and second moments, and the marginal density

of (Yj ,Dj) is assumed to be positive over R×R+.

3.1.2 Matching technology and equilibrium

We assume a frictionless matching technology that is similar to the one introduced in Cole, Mailath

and Postlewaite (2001) and Mailath, Postlewaite and Samuelson (2008). In the latter paper, there

is a continuum of buyers and sellers with heterogenous preferences and production functions, and

a range of possible product attributes corresponding to [0,∞). Buyers and sellers simultaneously
decide whether to enter the market and if yes then what attribute to purchase or produce. An

equilibrium implies a function of prices for the various attributes such that, in a formal sense the

number of buyers and sellers choosing the same attribute is the same for every attribute level.

Analogously, we assume that there is a continuum of possible marriage contracts, corresponding

to mehr levels m ∈ [0,∞), and each of them is assigned a price, that is an amount of transfer that

a woman entering a marriage with the given contract has to pay to her husband at the beginning of

marriage. We denote the transfer specified for a contract with mehr m by d(m), and refer to it as

23This is a shortcut we use in the static analysis. In the dynamic analysis (see the supplementary appendix (Ambrus
and Field (2009)) we assume that if a man gets married at a given period then he can only get separated from his
wife at the end of that period, implying that for at least one period the total marriage utility term Xi+ εi enters his
utility stream (while the marriage utility term becomes 0 in periods after the separation, unless the man remarries).
24Allowing for a random component, as in the case of the utility term for men, would not make any difference,

since it is men and not women who decide whether to separate.
25Divorce also imposes a burden on a woman’s family, as she will typically return to live with her parents or

brothers.
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the dowry (or bride price, if negative) attached to mehr level m. We assume price-taking behavior:

individuals observe dowry levels d(m) for m ∈ [0,∞), and decide whether to enter the market, and
if yes then what contract (what level of m) to choose.

Let W and M denote the set of women and men who decide to marry. Let emW (j) denote the

mehr choice of j ∈W , and let emM(i) denote the mehr choice of i ∈M . We say that the marriage

market clears at the given period if there is a bijection eb :W →M that is (i) measure-preserving,

i.e. λM(eb(W 0)) = λW (W
0) for every Borel W 0 ⊂W ; (ii) matches individuals who want to sign the

same contract: emM(eb(j)) = emW (j) for every j ∈W .

Note that the definition of market clearing implies that for every S ⊂ [0,∞) the following holds:
if the sets of women and men choosing contracts from S, denoted by WS and MS , are measurable

then λM(M
S) = λW (W

S) - that is, supply and demand are equal for all contracts.

Definition: A marriage market equilibrium consists of a dowry function d : R+ → R and a

profile of strategies of individuals such that: (i) given d and the strategies of others, all players

choose sequentially rational strategies; (ii) given the strategy profile, the market clears.

From now on, for ease of exposition, we refer to marriage market equilibrium simply as equilib-

rium.

3.1.3 Discussion of modeling assumptions

Nonnegativity of mehr

The model specification poses that m ≥ 0. This is a constraint imposed on marriage contracts
by the Qur’an: religious courts do not enforce contracts with negative mehr.

Divorce is a contractible contingency, but polygamy is not

This is again a feature imposed on the contracts by institutional features: religious courts in

Bangladesh enforce mehr, but not transfers conditional on polygamy.

Renegotiation

The possibility of ex post renegotiation of the marriage contract would help couples overcome

the constraints arising from the contracting environment: namely that mehr has to be nonnegative,

even if the mandatory alimony payment is high, and that couples cannot credibly negotiate a mehr

higher than q −m0, since the latter would induce the husband to choose abandonment, instead of

a formal divorce. However, marriage contracts, and in particular the agreed upon mehr payments,

cannot be officially renegotiated: divorce courts require documentation from the couple that the

required mehr was paid in full. Hence, in what follows we assume that renegotiating marriage

contracts after the match quality realization is not feasible.

Matching technology and equilibrium

We assume a frictionless matching technology and competitive equilibrium with price-taking

behavior. We believe these are realistic assumptions in the setting we investigate. At any point of

time there is a large number of women and men who want to get married in Bangladesh, and most

people marry outside their localities, meaning that the market is thick. Furthermore, the matching
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is arranged by professional marriage arrangers, and given that every village has several arrangers

(who keep in touch with arrangers in other villages), the process of finding an appropriate match

is usually fast and smooth.

Dowry only depends on mehr specified in the contract

In our specification, the amount of dowry only depends on the mehr specified in the marriage

contract, not on the identity of the people signing the contract. Given that we assume hetero-

geneity across individuals, this raises the question whether individuals should try to find out more

information about each other before signing the contract and whether dowry should also depend

on the individual characteristics. It is easy to see that the answer is no for men: since the ex ante

distribution of match quality is assumed to be the same for all women, and separation is a unilateral

decision of men, conditional on the marriage contract men are ex ante indifferent among women.

Women, on the other hand, might potentially be interested in the types of candidate spouses with

respect to base marriage utility (Xi), if the latter affected the probability of divorce or abandon-

ment. However, this turns out not to be the case in equilibrium: below we show that conditional

on the marriage contract, in equilibrium all men want to leave the marriage exactly after the same

match quality realizations.26

3.2 Basic properties of equilibrium

For ease of exposition, we assume throughout that q > m0. If q < m0 then the mehr specified in

marriage contracts is inconsequential, since men choose abandonment over divorce even when mehr

is 0. This introduces an indeterminacy of mehr levels specified in contracts, however other features

of equilibrium that we derive below would remain valid.

Our first observation is that for a given m, q < m0 +m implies that it is better for the man to

abandon his wife than to divorce her, while q > m0 +m implies the opposite. Hence, the effective

cost of separation for a man, conditional on m, is cm ≡ min(q,m0+m). This implies that any man

stays in the marriage for match quality realizations ε > −min(q,m0 +m), and chooses divorce for

match quality realizations ε < −min(q,m0 +m).27 Note that conditional on m, all men have the

same threshold for staying in the marriage. This threshold is decreasing in m, implying that the

man stays in the marriage with higher probability, as long as m < q−m0. This means that women

can decrease the probability that they get divorced by choosing a higher level of mehr. Term q−m0

indicates the effective threshold for mehr: specifying an even higher mehr does not decrease the

26Of course there can be many other characteristics of individuals, not captured in our model, which could effect
the dowry payment for a marrying couple. As long as these characteristics are observable, our qualitative conclusions
below remain valid, although dowry is no longer simply a function of mehr (but also a function of these characteristics).
27 In the simple model we present, under the assumption q > m0, in equilibrium there is no abandonment, only

divorce. This is because women prefer to be officially divorced, hence they specify low enough mehr so that aban-
donment does not become optimal for their husbands. If instead we assumed q < m0 then in equilibrium men would
always choose abandonment over divorce. In a more realistic model, for example in a context in which the cost of
abandonment is a random variable the value of which only realizing after marriage, some marriages would end with
divorce, while others with abandonment. We stick to the simplified framework in which q is deterministic and the
same for all men for ease of exposition, and because we are primarily interested in dowry and mehr levels, not divorce
vs abandonment rates.
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probability that the man leaves the marriage, since at this level of mehr the man would choose

abandonment over divorce.

The next claim reveals an important feature of the dowry function in equilibrium. For the proofs

of all claims and propositions, see the Appendix.

Claim 1: In equilibrium, there is d0 ∈ R such that d(m) = d0 + π(m) for every m chosen in

equilibrium, where π(m) ≡
−cmR
−∞

ϕ(x)(cm − c0)dx+
−c0R
−cm

ϕ(x)(−c0 − x)dx.

That is, the dowries in equilibrium contracts can be decomposed as a sum of a base level dowry

d0, and the price of the mehr specified in the contract, π(m). The price of mehr is increasing in

m, and it exactly compensates the groom for the expected extra cost that the mehr imposes on

him. To see this, note that the first term in the expression for π(m) is the expected cost that that

mehr m imposes on the man by increasing the amount of transfer he has to pay in case of divorce

(which occurs after match quality realizations bad enough that mehr m cannot keep the man in

the marriage), while the second term is the expected cost that mehr m imposes on the man by

keeping him in a less than ideal marriage (which occurs after match quality realizations that are

bad enough so that the man would divorce if the mehr was specified to be 0, but not when the

specified mehr is m). The intuition for the above result is that if d(m) − d(m0) > π(m) − π(m0)

for some m,m0 ∈ R+ then all men would strictly prefer choosing mehr m0 over mehr m, therefore

mehr m cannot be chosen in equilibrium by any individual by the market clearing condition in the

definition of equilibrium.

Claim 2: If woman j chooses to marry in equilibrium, then:

(i) If Dj ≤ m0 then she chooses m = 0;

(ii) If m0 < Dj < q then the m she chooses m = Dj −m0;

(iii) If q ≤ Dj then she chooses m = q −m0.

To interpret the above result, recall that Dj is the cost that divorce imposes on woman j.

Woman j in equilibrium chooses a mehr level that minimizes the difference between m0 + m,

that is the total compensation they receive in case of divorce, and the above cost, subject to two

constraints: the nonnegativity requirement on m, and the constraint that m ≤ q − m0. Note

that the result implies that every couple chooses a mehr level that maximizes the joint surplus of

the couple, subject to the constraints above. If neither of these constraints bind, the mehr level

is specified such that the husband decides to divorce exactly after match quality realizations for

which the sum of continuation values of the spouses are higher in case of divorce than in case of

staying together.

Since the mehr a woman j chooses in equilibrium only depends on Dj , for any equilibrium,

we can define function m : R+ → R+ such that m(D) is the amount of mehr that a woman with

marriage utility parameter D chooses in the equilibrium, if she decides to marry.

Lastly, we characterize individuals’ choices whether to get married or not in equilibrium. Let

Xc be defined by:
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Xc = −d0 −
−c0Z
−∞

ϕ(ε)[−c0]dε−
∞Z

−c0

ϕ(ε)εdε

Claim 3: In equilibrium, any man i with Xi > Xc gets married, and any man i with Xi < Xc

stays single.

For every Dj ∈ R+, let Y c(Dj) be defined by:

Y c(Dj) = d0 + π(m(Dj))−

−cm(Dj)Z
−∞

ϕ(x)[m0 +m(Dj)−Dj ]dx

Claim 4: In equilibrium, woman j gets married if Yj > Y c(Dj), and stays single if Yj < Y c(Dj).

We note that the behavior of men and women whose marriage utility parameters are exactly

at the relevant thresholds is not pinned down in equilibrium (they can either get married or stay

single), but since this set of individuals is of zero measure, their choices do not affect the equilibrium

dowry function.

It is now possible to show that there is only one level of d0 consistent with equilibrium. The

intuition is that the proportion of women wanting to marry is continuous and decreasing in d0,

going to 0 and 1 as d0 goes to +∞ and −∞. Similarly, the proportion of men wanting to marry
is continuous and increasing in d0, going to 0 and 1 as d0 goes to −∞ and +∞. Therefore, there
is only one level of d0 at which the market clears. Note that once d0 is pinned down, all variables

of interest (how many individuals marry, what mehr levels couples choose, separation decisions of

men) are uniquely determined by the claims above, for almost all individuals. This leads to the

next result, which says that the equilibrium in our model is essentially unique.

Proposition 1: (existence and uniqueness) For any q and m0, there exists an equilibrium.

Moreover, for any two equilibria the following hold:

(i) the set of mehr levels chosen in equilibrium is the same: [0, q −m0];

(ii) d(m) is the same for any m ∈ [0, q −m0];

(iii) the sets of individuals choosing to marry are the same in the two equilibria, up to a set of

individuals of measure 0;

(iv) a woman marrying in both equilibria chooses exactly the same m in both equilibria.

3.3 Regime Changes and Theoretical Predictions

3.3.1 Description of legal regimes in the model

We think about the marriage market before 1961 as a regime in which both alimony payments and

the cost of abandonment for men are low. We refer to this period as Regime I, and assume that
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during this period m0 = mI
0 and q = qI . As shown in the previous subsection, the equilibrium

range of mehr levels is [0, q −m0], hence q being small implies that the mehr level chosen by every

marrying woman is small.

We assume that the MFLO in 1961 corresponds to an increase in q to a level that makes

abandonment prohibitively costly.28 We refer to the period between 1961 and 1974 as Regime II,

and assume that during this period q =∞ and m0 = mII
0 = mI

0.

Finally, we model the change in 1974 as an increase in the contract-independent alimony transfer,

m0. We refer to the period after 1974 as Regime III, and assume that during this period m0 =

mIII
0 > mII

0 .

3.3.2 The Change from Regime I to Regime II

Here we investigate the consequences of the 1961 legal change, which made abandonment and

polygamy prohibitively costly.

The next result shows that the regime change unambiguously increases both mehr and dowry

for every (marrying) woman in our model. Mehr levels increase simply because women can now

effectively contract mehr above qI −mI
0, while dowry levels increase because the expansion in the

set of contractible mehr levels increases the supply of women in the market.

Proposition 2: (change from polygamy to monogamy increases mehr and dowry) The change

from regime I to regime II increases the chosen mehr and the dowry payment for every marrying

woman.

The legal change increases the number of individuals deciding to marry, since an increase in d0

increases the number of men deciding to marry, and then market clearing in equilibrium implies

that the number of women marrying has to increase as well.29 This also implies an increase in the

average levels of dowry and mehr in the population. To see this, note that woman types who marry

in Regime II but not in Regime I specify a mehr higher than qI −m0, otherwise they would marry

in Regime I, too. This, and the fact that d0 increases imply that all these woman types pay strictly

higher dowries and specify strictly higher mehr than all woman types who marry in Regime I but

not in Regime II.

3.3.3 The change from Regime II to Regime III

The next theorem shows that the 1974 legal change unambiguously decreases the mehr of every

woman, and decreases the dowry of all women who specify nonzero mehr in equilibrium.

Proposition 3: (an increase in the mandatory divorce transfer decreases both dowry and mehr)
The change from Regime II to Regime III decreases the mehr of any woman type who marries in
28 It is implicitly implied in this assumption that men who leave their wives do so to marry another woman, which

is strongly supported by our data: only 12 out of 3211 married individuals in our sample live separately.
29Note that women’s marriage decisions depend not only on d0, but on m0 and q as well, since the latter determine

the set of feasible marriage contracts.
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both regimes, and it decreases the dowry payment of every woman type who marries in both regimes

and is not constrained by the nonnegativity of mehr in Regime III.

Note that the result implies that all women who choose positive mehr in Regime III pay less

dowry than in Regime II.

The intuition behind the result is that a higher contract-independent transfer “crowds out”

some of the mehr specified in marriage contracts, leading to smaller levels of contracted mehr. If

there was no nonnegativity constraint on mehr (some couples could specify negative mehr) then

every woman’s mehr would decrease by exactly mIII
0 −mII

0 , in which case equilibrium base level

dowry and mehr would adjust in a way that all dowries remained the same, and exactly the same

measure of woman and man types entered the market.30 That is, mehr would decrease and dowries

would stay unchanged. However, the nonnegativity constraint on mehr implies that after the legal

change there are more women who are forced to acquire inefficiently high exit barriers for their

marriages. Some of these women no longer find it optimal to enter the marriage market, which

puts downward pressure on dowries. Hence, if a woman specifies a nonzero mehr after the regime

change (the nonnegativity constraint does not bind), then the regime change decreases the price of

her dowry by more than the increase in base level dowry. That is, her total dowry decreases.

The result implies that the regime change decreases average mehr, but does not necessarily

imply that average dowry decreases as well, since the dowry payment of those women who specify

zero mehr after the change might increase. For example, if m0 is already very high, implying

that most women specify zero mehr, a further increase in mandatory alimony payments is likely

to increase average dowry levels. However, if most women specify positive mehr levels in their

marriage contracts even after the increase in the mandatory alimony payment, which is suggested

by our data, then average dowries are likely to fall after an increase in m0. In the supplementary

appendix (Ambrus and Field (2008)) we provide a numerical example of average dowry falling after

an increase in m0.

3.4 Dynamic extension of the model

The static analysis presented above misses some important features of how mehr and dowry depend

on the legal environment because (i) marriage and separation decisions are influenced by the ex-

pected continuation values of the spouses after a possible end of the marriage; and (ii) at the same

time expected continuation values in the future depend on marriage and separation decisions in the

current period, by influencing the supply of women and men in the market in the future. This in-

terdependence of the variables can only be dealt with properly in a dynamic model. Furthermore,

the 1961 change, by making abandonment prohibitively costly, potentially changed the ratio of

women to men returning to the market (since divorced women are allowed to remarry, as opposed

to abandoned ones). This is an inherently dynamic effect, which again can only be addressed in

a multi-period model. In the supplementary appendix (Ambrus and Field (2008)) we extend the

30 In particular, men would be exactly compensated for the increase in m0 by a corresponding increase in d0.
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analysis to an infinite-horizon model, in which in every period a new cohort of women and men

enter the market, and previously married individuals can reenter the market if they became eligible

to marry again. The dynamic analysis yields exactly the same qualitative conclusions as the static

one presented above.

4 Empirical Evidence

4.1 Data

To test the predictions of the model, we use household data from the 2004 Bangladesh Rural-

Urban Linkages Survey (BRULS), a random sample of households in Rajshahi, one of the six

administrative divisions of Bangladesh that covers approximately one quarter of the country in

both area and population. The BRULS was a follow-up study to the 2000 Household Income

and Expenditure Survey (HIES) conducted by the Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics. Among the

603 HIES households in rural Rajshahi, the majority were recontacted between December 2004

and January 2005, yielding a total sample of 565 households representative of 78 villages and 16

districts in the region.31

For the purposes of this study, we collected the following marital history data pertaining to all

ever-married heads, spouses and children of heads: year of first marriage, dowry amount and form

(up to three types), ownership rights over dowry (up to three types), amount of mehr specified on

the marriage contract, who chose the first spouse, and first spouse’s age, education and parents’

wealth relative to own parents’ wealth (whether bride’s father was richer than, less rich than or

equally as rich as the groom’s father). In the analysis sample, real values of mehr and dowry

in 2004 prices are constructed from the national consumer price index series available between

1969 and 2004 (from the United Nations Statistical Office), adjusted backwards according to the

annual average price of jute for years prior to 1970.32 Enumerators were asked to collect mehr

values directly from marriage certificates whenever available. According to field reports, marriage

certificates were available from 82% of households in the survey pilot.

The analysis sample includes first marriages of all ever-married heads, spouses and children

of heads.33 Non-Muslims (98 households) and individuals under 18 and over 65 are excluded. In

addition, 6.67 percent of the sample is excluded on account of missing information on dowry or

mehr. This leaves 1367 observations in our analysis sample divided among 471 households.

31Note that, since our sample contains observations on married children collected from their parents, individuals
in the sample are actually spread across a larger number of households in terms of current living arrangements.
32Since the nation of Bangladesh is relatively new, there are no official price indices available for the entire period of

interest that correspond reasonably well to expected changes in regional prices. Jute is the most common agricultural
product produced in the region over the entire period. To construct the price series, the CPI was anchored to the
price of jute in 1970. Years in which jute prices and the CPI are both available show that these two series move
very closely throughout the early 1970s. As a robustness check, an alternative price level adjustment was constructed
using the national consumer price index series for Pakistan for years prior to 1970 (when Bangladesh was under
control of Pakistan). Both series are descirbed in detail in the online appendix (Ambrus and Field, 2009). None of
the estimates or patterns are sensitive to the choice of price deflator.
33 In cases of polygamy (N=10), only the first marriage is considered in the analysis.
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4.2 Correlation Between Dowry and Mehr

Our first piece of evidence comes from examining the relationship between individual amounts of

dowry and mehr. As shown in Figures 1a-1c, consistent with the theoretical model, the data indicate

that there is a strong positive and statistically significant correlation between dowry and mehr at

the individual level. Figure 1a superimposes a lowess fit line representing the best nonparametric

fit of the dowry-mehr relationship, which is almost perfectly linear. The estimated linear regression

coefficient is 0.8 with a standard error of 0.07. Figures 1b and 1c divide the data into two periods,

pre- and post-1974, revealing that the relationship is relatively constant over time.

The positive correlation between dowry and mehr is an important consistency check on our

model given that, were dowry a simple marriage market "price", we would generally anticipate a

negative correlation between dowry and mehr since grooms who can command high dowries can

also negotiate lower mehr. Of course, the simple correlation does not control for the influence of

third factors such as family income that may drive both dowry and mehr.

4.3 Trends in Dowry and Mehr

Our central empirical analysis examines the relationship between changes in legal regimes and

changes over time in real values of dowry and mehr. Figures 2 and 3 plot by year of marriage

average values (in 1980 taka) of mehr specified on the marriage contract and dowry given from the

bride’s family observed in our sample of first marriages from the BRULS. The figures indicate clear

changes in levels of mehr and dowry that correspond to important legal changes: Both mehr and

dowry are low until the early 1960s, after which point they rise steadily and remain high between

1966 and 1974. After 1974, we observe a dramatic reduction in both components to levels above

those observed in 1960 but well below the peak levels observed in 1966-1974. Both remain relatively

constant from 1976 to 1998, and then appear to rise again beginning around 2000. In Figure 3

average level of “bequest dowry”, or dowry that is reported to be given from the bride’s family

exclusively to the bride, is plotted alongside total amounts of dowry. The data show a gradual

upward trend in the amount of bequest dowry that appears to be independent of legal changes.

Table 1 presents summary statistics for the full set of variables used in the regression analysis.

As seen in Figure 2, amount of mehr specified on the marriage contract jumps after 1962 - doubling

in magnitude from regime 1 to regime 2, then falls again after 1974 and remains fairly constant

until 2000, after which point a significant rise - amounting to 50 percent of real value - is again

observed. Meanwhile, the fraction of marriages that involve dowry triples from period 1 to period

2, then doubles post-1974, and continues to rise slowly thereafter, reaching 85.7 percent after

2000. However, as seen in Figure 3, the value of dowry transfers from bride to groom is non-

monotonic, following the same pattern as mehr: dowry amounts increase sharply after 1962, then

fall immediately after 1974 and rise thereafter. By the 1990s, dowry values have returned to the

level observed between 1962 and 1973.
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4.4 Regression Specification

We test for the statistical significance of the observed shifts in mehr and dowry that correspond to

changes in legal regimes by estimating the following regression for couple i married in period y in

region r, which includes fixed effects for region of residence (r) and 8-year period of marriage (y):

Yiyr = αyr + βμiyr +Xiyr + iyr (1)

In this equation, μy is a vector of four dummy variables that separates the range of marriage

years into five distinct legal regimes, 1956-1963 (pre-MFLO), 1964-1974 (pre-MMDA), 1975-1990,

1991-1998, and 1999-2004.34 X includes year of marriage and an indicator of relation to the

household head (specifically, whether the woman is the daughter-in-law as opposed to daughter

or wife of the household head).35 We are interested in the coefficient estimates on the variables

contained in μy, which indicate the level shifts in dowry and mehr that correspond to the changes

in legal regime, conditional on a linear time trend and non-linear shifts in Y across 8-year periods.36

In all regressions, standard errors are clustered by household.

In the above regression, identification relies entirely on pre-post comparisons such that estimates

of beta will capture the causal influence of legal rulings on equilibrium marriage payments in year

t only in the absence of third factors that coincided with the regime shifts in timing and direction

of influence on marriage outcomes. While a great deal went on during this period in Bangladeshi

history, given that the full set of predictions includes four distinct events that had non-monotonic

influences on dowry and mehr, confounding time trends would require a complex set of external

events. In addition, since the law changes of 1961 and 1974 were motivated by similar concerns and

trends in legislation (giving women greater protection from arbitrary divorce and abandonment),

circumstances that gave rise to the law changes are unlikely to be independently responsible for

changes in mehr and dowry at these two junctures in opposite directions.

To further address this concern, we also make use of spatial variation in the likelihood that

a household was influenced by the legal changes based on the administrative level of the upazila,

or division subdistrict, in which the marriage took place. In particular, we classify each marriage

according to whether the village is either a municipality or subdistrict capital, which determines ac-

cess to local government bodies.37 A subdistrict (or upazila) is a geographic unit of approximately

34As described earlier, the 1961 MFLO did not take effect in East Pakistan until 1963, so we treat 1963 as the
relevant year of change.
35We distinguish between these two types of observations because, in one case (data on dowry offered by the wife

or daughter of the head) the respondent is the giver of dowry, and in the other case (data on the dowry offered by the
daughter-in-law), the respondent is the receiver of dowry, and there may be systematic dowry reporting differences
based on whether one is a giver rather than a receiver. In all regressions, we omit bride and groom characteristics
such as age, education and relative wealth of bride and groom at the time of marriage from the set of controls since
these have the potential to be influenced by laws governing marriage.
36The estimates are robust to to alternative cutoff points and lengths of period fixed effects, though the marginally

significant results become insignificant when shorter periods are used.
37 In particular, we define a variable equal to one if the village either (1) lies within a subdistrict that is classified

as a municipality or (2) if the ward in which the village lies is the capital of the subdistrict. The results are robust
to classifying remoteness according to the first criteria only.
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50,000 households. Of all 119 subdistricts in the division of Rajshahi, 39 are considered municipal-

ities, which was the smallest administrative level before 1980. In addition, each subdistrict has a

headquarter village where local government bodies representing rural areas are located.

The basic idea underlying this distinction is that, while contracts are an integral part of a tradi-

tional marriage ceremony for Muslim households even in very remote areas, presumably the extent

to which these contracts are considered enforceable is a function of the availability of local officials

(including qazis and local government chairmen) who can officiate and enforce such agreements at

the point of both marriage and divorce.38 Hence, dividing our sample into remote and less remote

villages gives us a control group of households that we expect to be differentially influenced by the

1961 and 1974 law changes. In the case of the MFLO, households in remote areas should not be

influenced since their marriages are unlikely to have been officially endorsed by a qazi, nor would

they have had ready access to a union parishad (UP) council upon dissolution of the marriage.

In contrast, since the 1974 ordinance gave existing qazis jurisdiction over all villages, we expect

remote areas to experience a positive increase in the use of mehr provisions in marriage contracts

on the extensive margin at the same time that we observe levels of mehr falling in less remote areas

where marriage contracts were already being registered.

To capture this distinction, we estimate the following difference-in-difference equation:

Yiyr = αyr + β1μiyr + β2miyr + β3(μ ∗m)iyr +Xiyr + iyr (2)

in which m is whether a household was sampled from a union headquarters or municipality. Of

the 76 separate unions in our sample, approximately half (37) fall into this category.

In both regression estimates, it is important to keep in mind that our estimates capture the

causal influence of legal regimes on individual marriage payments - our central parameter of interest

since it links directly to predictions from our theoretical model - only insofar as the laws do not

have a substantial effect on marriage market sorting. For instance, if a law reduces dowry for

the reasons hypothesized in our model, changes in dowry requirements could postpone or hasten

marriage for credit-constrained families, which could have secondary effects on equilibrium dowry.

While impossible to rule out, this type of substitution effect will in general bias downward our

estimated effect of the law.

Potential direct effects of the legal regime on marriage market sorting that are outside the scope

of the model are more complicated to assess. For instance, if marriage registration led individuals

to marry more readily spouses from villages that are further away (or closer), this behavioral

38Local government in urban and rural areas is entrusted to bodies elected by the people, referred to as Mu-
nicipalities (Pourashavas) in urban areas and Union Councils (Parishads) in rural areas, the basic unit of political
administration. A representative body of roughly 100,000 people, its functions include a range of duties from socioe-
conomic development to general administration such as divorce record-keeping. For instance, a divorce must initially
be filed with a UP chairman (the kazi registers the paperwork once it is finalized). For divorce proceedings that go
to court, family courts are located at the thana level, so the closest court for divorce proceedings will be the thana
headquarters. Villages located in areas that are municipalities have the additional advantage of being more likely to
have a local kazi who can register the marriage document, particularly prior to 1974. After 1974, kazi were finally
provided financial incentives to cover all rural areas so that registration become much more accessible for all. See
BBS (1993).
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response could have implications for marriage payments. Our discussion of main results rests on

this assumption. However, after discussing the main results, we provide empirical support for this

assumption by examining the effect of the law on observable bride and groom characteristics. We

further address the issue of endogenous marriage timing with the more conservative specification

based on legal regime at the time a woman is 13 rather than in her year of marriage.

4.5 Results

Table 2 presents the regression results.

We first discuss the estimated changes in mehr and dowry in the pool sample (columns 1-3).

In column 1, the coefficient estimates indicate a substantial and statistically significant increase in

the amount of mehr specified on marriage contracts after 1961. According to the estimates, the

value of mehr more than tripled after 1961, as indicated by Figure 2. Furthermore, the regression

estimates reveal a sharp and significant decline in the level of mehr specified on marriage contracts

post-MMDA (1974). With respect to the court rulings of 1990 and 1999, the coefficient estimates

are in line with our predictions in direction and magnitude: mehr rises by a moderate amount after

1990, and the trend break is significant at the 10% level. However, while the point estimate of the

coefficient on the dummy for marriages post-1998 is large, it is far from significant. Unfortunately,

precision is compromised by the limited number of marriages observed in the final period over which

this trend can be estimated.

Columns 2 and 3 show the estimated changes in dowry including and excluding bequest dowry.

The results indicate that dowry rises after the MFLO and falls after the MMDA. As illustrated

in Figure 3, the estimated rise post-MFLO is large and the fall post-MMDA only slightly smaller.

Furthermore, the result is unchanged when we set to zero the value of dowry that is said to be

property of the bride, in an effort to exclude pure bequest dowries (column 3). With respect to

the legal changes in the 1990s, in both specifications dowry levels appear to be rising after both

1990 and 1998, but the trend breaks are significant only when dowries given purely as bequests

are excluded. For all regressions, F-tests confirm the joint significance of the set of legal dummies.

Together, the estimates imply that the net effect of legal changes on dowry is a 30,000 Taka increase

over the entire period from 1960 to 2000, roughly three-fourths of the increase observed over the

entire period.

Columns 4-6 present results from the difference in difference estimates (equation (2)). Here we

observe two basic patterns: First, the rate of dowry participation indeed rises in remote subdistricts

and falls in more central subdistricts in response to the 1974 change (column 5), illustrating the

dual impact of the law on contract enforcement and demand for divorce prevention. This pattern is

also reflected in the coefficients on the 1974 dummy when regressed on the value of mehr (column

4): the estimated change in value of mehr in 1974 is entirely concentrated in more urban areas

where the second effect (lower demand for divorce prevention) predominates. Second, the 1961 law

appears to have only had an impact on levels of dowry and mehr in more central areas where family

courts and qazi were available to enforce marriage contracts. As predicted, there is no significant
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difference across urban and remote areas in the influence on dowry and mehr of the 1990 and 1999

changes.

Our model predicts that dowry will fall in response to the 1974 legal change if and only if

there is a large enough increase in the number of women for whom the nonnegativity constraint on

mehr is binding, and hence specify only a token amount of mehr. To check this, we consider the

fraction of marriage contracts involving mehr amounts below USD$100, since some positive amount

of mehr must always be specified on the marriage contract.39 Prior to 1974, 10% of marriages in

non-remote areas involved mehr levels below this amount, while after the change, token mehr rises

to 17%. This pattern provides evidence that, by increasing contract-independent alimony payments

in case of divorce, the 1974 legal change introduced inefficiencies in the marriage market by forcing

some women to specify a larger exit barrier than they would optimally choose.

Since marriage timing may be affected by the law changes, we also estimate equation 1 replacing

the dummy indicators contained in μy - which indicate whether a respondent was married by the

time of each law change - with indicators of whether a respondent had turned 13 by the time of each

change. Results from these regressions are presented in columns 1 and 2 of Table 3. In this fairly

demanding specification, all results are unchanged except for the estimated effect of the MFLO on

mehr, which switches signs and loses significance when year of marriage is replaced by year of birth.

All other coefficient estimates on variables contained in μy are unaffected. A likely explanation for

the increased imprecision on the 1963 dummy relative to that of 1974 is that a greater number of

girls were married before age 13 at that point in time on account of the gradual, secular rise in

marriage age, so the results will be more sensitive to the choice of age at which marriage decisions

are made.

To test whether our coefficient estimates are mistakenly picking up time trends in marriage

payments that are independent of legal rulings, we run two placebo tests. First, since most Hindu

marriages involve dowry but are not subject to Muslim Family Law governing polygamy or divorce,

we test for an effect of the laws on the small sample of Hindu marriages in the BRULS data. As

expected, dowry among Hindus is unaffected by the legal regime changes (column 3), suggesting

that external factors such as inflation are not driving observed patterns of dowry evolution among

Muslims, although one should be cautious in drawing strong inferences given the small sample. Our

second placebo test replaces the dependent variable with dowries given as bequest, which should

not respond in the predicted manner to legal changes since they cannot be a form of compensation

to the groom. Indeed, there is no evidence that the amount of dowry intended as property of the

bride changes in conjunction with the legal rulings (column 4).

To study whether there is evidence of sorting effects in the marriage market that could be

biasing our results, the final three regressions in Table 3 examine the impact of legal regimes on

the handful of bride and groom characteristics that were collected in the survey, including bride’s

age, the age difference and the relative wealth between bride and groom. Once again, we find no

39Recall that the expectation of the actual enforced mehr payment is approximately 20% of what is specified in
the contract, so $100 of mehr is not large enough to pose an exit barrier to marriage for most households.
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evidence of significant changes in marriage timing or choice of spouse in response to the rulings

(columns 5-7).

Another potential concern, which arises from the retrospective nature of the data, is differential

mortality by type of marriage contract. For instance, if wealthier women live longer, they are

overrepresented in pre-MFLO marriage data relative to post-MFLO marriage data. For three

reasons, this is unlikely to bias our results towards finding an effect. First, selective mortality

according to socioeconomic status as described in the previous example would generally give rise

to a decrease in values of dowry or mehr over time, which is the opposite of what we observe in

the data. Second, selective mortality could not explain the non-monotonicity of the time trends in

both dowry and mehr unless there was a large cohort effect that coincided with the constitutional

amendments. Third, selective mortality could only account for the difference-in-difference results

if that cohort effect was only present among relatively urban populations. We have no reason

to suspect such a pattern, nor is such a pattern visible from looking simply at the number of

respondents by age, which is monotonically decreasing.

5 Comparison with Predictions from Alternative Models

In this section we argue that traditional models in which dowry serves either a bequest role or

a price role equating supply and demand in the marriage market, but without the possibility of

binding prenuptial agreements, cannot explain the set of empirical results presented. We also show

that the qualitative predictions of the model would be inconsistent with the empirical results if

the 1961 and 1974 legal changes operated not through the channels we postulated, but through

increasing the probability of marriage contracts being enforced. We keep the discussion in this

section at an informal level, but formalizing these arguments is straightforward.

5.1 Effect of the Law Changes in Traditional Models of Dowry

Consider first a model in which dowry plays the traditional price role of equating demand and

supply in the marriage market, but there is no possibility of signing a binding agreement that

would affect later marriage outcomes.40 Since the 1961 legal change makes abandonment more

costly, it simultaneously decreases the supply of grooms in the market and reduces the risk of

marital separation. If women strictly prefer official divorce to abandonment then the legal change

increases the supply of women in the market. Hence, this model has the same prediction as the one

with contracted mehr, namely an increase in dowry levels, after the 1961 change. In contrast, the

1974 legal change unambiguously makes divorce more costly for men under a pure price model of

dowry, which, in the absence of prenuptial agreements decreases the supply of men and increases

the supply of women in the marriage market. Hence, after the 1974 change, a model in which dowry

40For concreteness, the reader can think about the model presented in Section 3, with the restriction that the only
contract feasible is the null contract (the one specifying zero mehr). However, our arguments apply to a broader class
of models in which dowry is an equilibrium price that only depends on exogenous variables.
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plays only a traditional price role has the opposite prediction than what we observed empirically:

an increase in dowries after 1974.

Consider next a model in which the only motive behind dowries is leaving bequest to daughters.

Dowries in principle are payments from the bride’s families to the groom, but it is reasonable to

assume that wives benefit from increases in the resources of husbands. However, this is only true as

long as the couple stays together, since after separation it is reasonable to assume that the woman

no longer benefits from the husband’s resources (or at least she benefits less). Hence, the amount of

dowry governed by bequest motives should decrease in the probability of separation. Since the 1961

legal change, by imposing restrictions on abandonment, decreased the probability of separation, the

prediction of this model is an increase in dowries. The predicted effects of the 1974 law are the

same since this amendment increased the cost of divorce for men. As a result, the predictions of

this model are once again consistent with the data (and our model’s predictions) with respect to

the 1961 but not the 1974 impact on dowry levels. The same conclusions would hold for models in

which prenuptial agreements are absent but dowries serve both the price role and the bequest role

as in Arunachalam and Logan (2006).

5.2 Effect of the Laws on the Enforcement of Prenuptial Agreements

Aside from alternative theories of dowry in which prenuptial agreements are absent and dowry is

unrelated to mehr, it is also important to consider alternative interpretations of how legal changes

might have affected mehr, within the context of models in which mehr affects dowry. The main

alternative theory here is that the legal changes, instead of (or besides) changing the contract-

independent costs of abandonment and divorce, affected the enforcement of prenuptial agreements

specified in marriage contracts. In particular, both the MFLO and the MMDA could have increased

the probability that the payment of mehr is enforced after divorce, or increased the expected fraction

of mehr received by a divorced woman. This was indeed one of the intended objectives of both the

1961 and the 1974 legal amendments.

If there is an increase in the probability that the mehr specified in the contract is enforced, or in

general an increase in the expected fraction of the mehr enforced, couples will specify mehr levels

that yield exactly the same level of expected enforced mehr as before. That is, they will equate

the expected values before and after the change. This results in decreased mehr levels after both

legal changes, while dowry levels are unaffected since only “nominal” mehr levels are changing, not

actual expected mehr transfers in case of divorce. Hence, the above alternative interpretation of the

effects of legal changes implies that mehr levels decrease and dowry levels stay constant after both

the 1961 and the 1974 legal changes, that are in contrast with the empirically observed patterns.

6 Conclusions

Marriage practices have obvious implications for poverty in developing countries through their in-

fluence on outcomes such as fertility and investments in child health and education. Understanding
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the origins of institutions such as dowry is therefore critical to predicting their interaction with

economic development. Our results provide evidence that an important component of dowry in

Bangladesh is payment from a bride’s family to the groom in exchange for higher prenuptial agree-

ments. Our estimates indicate that this aspect of dowry could be responsible for a large amount of

the observed variation in dowry levels and participation over time, including recent “dowry infla-

tion” that has been discussed extensively in the literature: According to our regression estimates,

dowry response to legal changes account for 75% of the observed increase in average dowry over

the last 50 years.

These findings indicate that enforceable marriage contracts governed by Muslim Family Law

among nearly one fifth of the world’s population serve to generate more efficient marriage market

outcomes. Furthermore, they imply that dowry is more likely to fall if social penalties on divorce

fall than if female economic opportunities increase without shifting the stigma of divorce. In fact,

our model suggests that the latter could even lead to an increase in average dowry payments. In

this manner, laws governing polygamy and divorce, commonly intended to protect women from

unfavorable marital outcomes exacerbated by the gender inequality in legal rights, may under

certain circumstances have unintended economic consequences for women in the form of increasing

equilibrium dowries. Our findings highlight the role of religious and legal institutions in influencing

trends in marriage payments and marital separation, and the effect they have on private contracts.

According to our analysis, the 1961 constitutional amendment affected mehr and dowry levels

through expanding the set of contracts that could be enforced by religious courts. In contrast, the

1974 constitutional amendment only had an affect on dowry levels because it induced a change

that some couples could not privately contract around. In future work we plan to investigate the

origin of deferred mehr, which we hypothesize arises out of the unique combination of asymmetric

divorce rights and severe restrictions on polygamy.
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Appendix A: Proofs

Proof of Claim 1: Consider any two mehr levels m and m0 > m that are chosen by someone in

equilibrium. By the definition of equilibrium this implies that these mehr levels are chosen by some

men in equilibrium, too. The difference in expected utility for man i between choosing mehr level

m versus m0 is d(m0)− d(m)−
−cm0R
−∞

ϕ(x)(cm0 − cm)dx−
−cmR
−cm0

ϕ(x)(−cm − x)dx. Since this term is

the same for all men, either all men are indifferent between the two mehr levels, or all men strictly

prefer one versus the other. The latter contradicts that both m and m0 are chosen by some men

in equilibrium. Hence, d(m0)− d(m)−
−cm0R
−∞

ϕ(x)(cm0 − cm)dx−
−cmR
−cm0

ϕ(x)(−cm − x)dx = 0 for any

m,m0 chosen in equilibrium. This implies that there is d0 ∈ R such that d(m) = d0 + π(m), where

π(m) ≡
−cmR
−∞

ϕ(x)(cm − c0)dx+
−c0R
−cm

ϕ(x)(−c0 − x)dx. ¥

Proof of Claim 2: First, note that in equilibrium no woman chooses mehr level m > q −m0,

since the latter implies abandonment with probability 1 in case of separation, but then Aj > Dj+m0

implies that the woman would be better off by choosing mehr level q −m0 − ε for small enough

ε > 0. For anym ∈ (0, q−m0), the differential utility for woman j to be in a marriage with mehrm,

relative to being in a marriage with mehr 0 is: β(m) =
−cmR
−∞

ϕ(x)(cm−c0)dx+
−c0R
−cm

ϕ(x)(Dj−m0)dx.

The first integral term is the expected increase in divorce-contingent transfers to the woman for

match quality realizations that induce divorce given mehr m, and the second term is the net benefit

for the woman from the husband staying in the marriage for match quality realizations between

−cm and −c0. By Claim 1, d(m)− d(0) =
−cmR
−∞

ϕ(x)(cm − c0)dx+
−c0R
−cm

ϕ(x)(−c0 − x)dx. Note that

β(m)− (d(m)− d(0)) is continuous in m, increasing in m if cm − c0 < Dj −m0, and decreasing in

m if cm − c0 > Dj −m0. These properties imply parts (i) and (ii) of the claim.

Consider now a woman j such that q ≤ Dj , and it is optimal for her to marry in equilibrium (by

our distributional assumptions there always exist women like that; in particular Xj > Dj + d(0)

implies that not marrying cannot be optimal for woman j). If there was a positive probability that

at mehr level m = q − m0 separation involved abandonment in equilibrium, there would not be

an optimal mehr level to choose for woman j (intuitively, she would like to choose a mehr level

arbitrarily close to q −m0). This contradicts the definition of equilibrium. Hence, at mehr level

m = q −m0 men in equilibrium choose divorce with probability 1, contingent on separation, and

all women with q ≤ Dj who marry choose m = q −m0. ¥

Proof of Claim 3: By Claim 1, men are indifferent among all mehr levels m ∈ [0, q −m0].

Hence, it is strictly optimal for man i to marry if choosing m = 0 yields a higher expected utility

than not marrying, and it is strictly optimal for man i to stay single if choosing m = 0 yields

a strictly lower expected utility than not marrying. Given m = 0, a man divorces if ε < −c0
and stays in the marriage if ε > −c0. Hence, choosing m = 0 is better than not marrying if
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Xi > −d0 −
−c0R
−∞

ϕ(ε)[−c0]dε −
∞R
−c0

ϕ(ε)εdε, and choosing m = 0 is worse than not marrying if

Xi < −d0 −
−c0R
−∞

ϕ(ε)[−c0]dε−
∞R
−c0

ϕ(ε)εdε. This implies the claim. ¥

Proof of Claim 4: By Claim 2, the optimal mehr choice for woman j is m(Dj). Hence,

Yj − d0 − π(m(Dj)) +

−cm(Dj)R
−∞

ϕ(x)[m0 +m(Dj)−Dj ]dx < 0 implies woman j is better off staying

single, while Yj − d0−π(m(Dj))+

−cm(Dj)R
−∞

ϕ(x)[m0+m(Dj)−Dj ]dx > 0 implies woman j is better

off marrying. This implies the claim. ¥

Proof of Proposition 1: By Claim 3, in any equilibrium base level dowry d(0) = d0 determines

d(m) for everym ∈ [0, q−m0]. Below we establish that there exists exactly one value of d0 consistent

with stationary equilibrium.

Note that in equilibrium the masses of women and men wanting to marry have to be equal.

Note that Xc is continuous and strictly increasing in d0, and that Xc → −∞ if d0 → −∞, and
Xc →∞ if d0 → +∞. This implies, by Claim 3, that the proportion of men deciding to marry is

continuous and strictly increasing in d0, and it goes to 0 if d0 → −∞, while it goes to 1 if d0 →∞.
Also note that Y c(D) is continuous in both d0 and D, and strictly decreasing in d0 for every fixed

D ≥ 0. Moreover, for any D > 0 and any Y > 0 there is d0 > 0 such that d0 > d0 and D ∈ [0,D]
imply Y c(D) < −Y , and that d0 < −d0 and D ∈ [0,D] imply Y c(D) > Y . This implies that

the mass of women deciding to marry is continuous and strictly decreasing in d0, and it goes to

0 if d0 → ∞, while it goes to 1 if d0 → −∞. Therefore, there is exactly one level of d0 at which
the proportions of women and men wanting to marry are equal. By Claim 3, in any equilibrium

base level dowry d(0) = d0 determines d(m) for every m ∈ [0, q −m0], establishing part (ii) of the

proposition. Claim 2 implies parts (i) and (iv) of the proposition, while Claims 3 and 4 imply part

(iii).

Finally, if the masses of men and women wanting to marry are equal, then since men are

indifferent among all mehr levels, there is obviously a profile of mehr choices by men such that the

market clears, establishing the existence of equilibrium. ¥

Proof of Proposition 2: First note that Claim 2 implies that every woman who marries in

both regimes chooses a weakly higher m in Regime I than in Regime II, and that a positive fraction

of marrying women choose strictly higher m. By Claim 1 this also implies that the dowry payment

of every marrying woman is higher in Regime I than in Regime II, and that it is strictly higher for

a positive fraction of women.

Next, note that by Claim 3, if d0 remains unchanged after the regime change, the mass of men

wanting to marry in each cohort stays constant. However, Y c(D) decreases for every D > qI −mI
0,

since any woman j with Dj > qI −mI
0 is strictly better off in Regime II than in Regime I, her mehr

choice is no longer being constrained by m ≤ qI −mI
0. Continuity of Y

c(D) then implies that the
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mass of women in each cohort wanting to marry strictly increases, and therefore there is an excess

supply of women in the market. Since the supply of man in the market is strictly increasing in

d0, while the supply of men is strictly decreasing in d0, the above result implies that the market

clearing d0 in Regime II has to be higher than in Regime I. Claim 1, together with the result shown

above that women choose weakly higher mehr levels in Regime II than in Regime I, implies that

the dowry payment of every woman who marries in both regimes is higher in Regime II than in

Regime I. ¥

Proof of Proposition 3: Suppose dIII0 = dII0 + π(mIII
0 − mII

0 ). Then for any man, the

expected utility from marrying remains the same. To see this, note that dIII0 = dII0 +π(mIII
0 −mII

0 )

implies that the dowry belonging to any mehr m ≥ 0 in Regime III is exactly the same as the

dowry belonging to mehr m+mIII
0 −mII

0 in Regime II. This implies the claim, since cm in Regime

III is the same as cm+mIII
0 −mII

0
in Regime II (both are equal to m +mIII

0 ), and in both regimes

men are indifferent among all available mehr levels in equilibrium. The above implies that the

supply of men remains the same in Regime III as in Regime II. Similarly, the expected utility of

any woman j such that Dj ≥ mIII
0 is the same in Regime III as in Regime II. To see this, denote

the optimal mehr choice of woman j (as defined in Claim 2) in Regime II by mII
j . Then choosing

mehr level mII
j − (mIII

0 −mII
0 ) in Regime III yields the same expected utility for woman j, and

it yields strictly higher expected utility than any other mehr choice. However, for any woman j

such that Dj < mIII
0 , the expected utility from getting married in Regime III is strictly lower than

the expected utility from getting married in Regime II, since the optimal mehr choice in Regime

III, that is m = 0, yields a strictly lower expected utility than the optimal mehr choice in Regime

II. This implies that Y c(D) strictly increases for D < mIII
0 . Continuity of Y c() then implies that

the mass of women wanting to marry is strictly smaller in Regime III than in Regime II. Therefore

there is an excess supply of men in the market.

Since the mass of men wanting to marry strictly increases in d0 and the mass of women wanting

to marry strictly decreases in d0, the above argument establishes that dIII0 < dII0 + π(mIII
0 −mII

0 ).

Let woman j be such that she wants to marry in both regimes. Claim 2 implies that the optimal

mehr choice of woman j in Regime III is weakly lower than mII
j , and strictly lower than mII

j for

mII
j 6= 0.
Let now woman j be such that she wants to marry in both regimes, and Dj ≥ mIII

0 (that is, by

Claim 2, the nonnegativity constraint on mehr does not bind for woman j in Regime III). Let mIII
j

denote the optimal mehr choice of this woman in Regime III. Then dIII0 < dII0 + π(mIII
0 −mII

0 )

implies that d(mIII
j ) in Regime III is strictly lower than d(mIII

j +mIII
0 −mII

0 ) in Regime II. ¥
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Figure 1a: Correlation between Dowry and Mehr, 1962-2004

Figure 1b. 1962-1974 Figure 1c. 1975-2004

Notes: Nonparametric regressions, lowess smoother. Bandwidth is 0.8. Corresponding linear regression 
coefficient in Figure 1a is 0.801, SE is 0.066; linear regression coefficient in Figure 1b is 0.660, SE is 0.341; 
and linear regression coefficient in Figure 1c is 0.857, SE is 0.060. Data come from the 2004 Bangladeshi 
Rural-Urban Linkages Survey conducted by IFPRI. Sample includes first marriages of all ever-married men 
and women. Prices of mehr and dowry adjusted to 2004 levels using price of jute. Dowry is defined as any 
transfer from the bride's family to the groom at the time of marriage, mehr values are amounts specifed on 
marriage contracts (at the time of marrigae) to be paid by the husband to the bride in the event of divorce.
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Notes: Data from the 2004 Bangladeshi Rural-Urban Linkages Survey (BRULS). Sample includes first marriages of all ever-married men and 
women. Mehr values are amounts specifed on marriage contracts (at the time of marrigae) to be paid by the husband to the bride in the event of 
divorce. Values of mehr adjusted to 2004 levels using price of jute. 

Figure 2. Mean Value Mehr by Year of Marriage
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Notes: Data from the 2004 Bangladeshi Rural-Urban Linkages Survey (BRULS). Sample includes first marriages of all ever-married men and women. 
Value of dowry is given in 2004 prices (adjusted using the price of jute). Dowry is defined as any transfer from the bride's family to the groom at the 
time of marriage. Dowry considered only for purpose of bequest if the respondent reports that all transfers from the bride's family at marriage were 
intended to be property of the bride. 

Figure 3. Mean Value Dowry, Bequests and Non-bequests
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Table 1: Summary Statistics

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
All 

marriages 
over period

Regime I 
marriages 

(before 1963)

Regime II 
marriages 

(1963-1974)

Regime III 
marriages 

(1975-1990)

Regime IV 
marriages 

(1991-1998)

Regime V 
marriages 

(1999-2004)

Value mehr 63429.73 38684.6 137840.30 52367.94 48929.52 73609.40
(3190.7) (12339.3) (17259.4) (2616.0) (2450.4) (12482.4)

Marriage involves any dowry 0.670 0.128 0.338 0.634 0.813 0.857
(0.013) (0.049) (0.038) (0.021) (0.019) (0.026)

0.600 0.100 0.300 0.570 0.740 0.770
(0.013) (0.049) (0.038) (0.021) (0.019) (0.026)

All of dowry property of bride 0.092 0.167 0.151 0.084 0.090 0.090
(0.010) (0.167) (0.050) (0.015) (0.015) (0.023)

Any dowry property of bride 0.229 0.500 0.358 0.201 0.193 0.321
(0.014) (0.224) (0.067) (0.022) (0.021) (0.037)

Value dowry 18945.99 8368.07 24466.87 14031.00 17684.99 34620.75
(1136.9) (5086.9) (4429.6) (1545.1) (1242.6) (4966.3)

18945.99 8368.07 24466.87 14031.00 17684.99 34620.75
(1136.9) (5086.9) (4429.6) (1545.1) (1242.6) (4966.3)

Any dowry cash 0.787 0.167 0.245 0.730 0.891 0.885
(0.014) (0.167) (0.060) (0.024) (0.017) (0.026)

Any dowry land 0.032 0.000 0.057 0.035 0.031 0.019
(0.006) (0.000) (0.032) (0.010) (0.009) (0.011)

Any dowry productive assets 0.193 0.333 0.377 0.218 0.140 0.192
(0.013) (0.211) (0.067) (0.022) (0.018) (0.032)

Any dowry consumer goods 0.403 1.000 0.717 0.349 0.350 0.513
(0.016) (0.000) (0.062) (0.026) (0.025) (0.040)

Education bride 2.765 1.213 1.452 1.961 3.041 6.033
(0.104) (0.372) (0.236) (0.138) (0.188) (0.334)

Education groom 3.208 2.191 2.439 2.398 3.392 6.110
(0.114) (0.565) (0.297) (0.158) (0.201) (0.356)

Age marriage bride 15.643 12.660 14.038 15.158 16.128 18.071
(0.080) (0.438) (0.188) (0.100) (0.147) (0.201)

Age marriage groom 22.544 21.745 21.924 22.355 22.535 23.868
(0.123) (0.843) (0.312) (0.195) (0.197) (0.395)

Bride's family richer 0.326 0.277 0.331 0.326 0.342 0.297
(0.013) (0.066) (0.038) (0.020) (0.023) (0.034)

Groom's family richer 0.262 0.191 0.229 0.265 0.257 0.313
(0.012) (0.058) (0.034) (0.019) (0.021) (0.034)

Observations 1367 47 157 543 439 181

Notes: Mean values, standard errors in parentheses. Data come from the 2004 Bangladeshi Rural-Urban Linkages Survey 
conducted by IFPRI. Prices of mehr and dowry adjusted to 2004 levels using price of jute. Dowry is defined as any transfer 
from the bride's family to the groom at the time of marriage, mehr values are amounts specifed on marriage contracts (at the 
time of marrigae) to be paid by the husband to the bride in the event of divorce.

Fraction of marriages 
involving bequests:

Marriage involves dowry 
transfer to groom

Value dowry excluding pure 
transfers to bride



Table 2: Impact of Legal Changes on Value of Mehr and Dowry

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Value Mehr Value Dowry

Value Dowry 
Excluding 
Bequests Value Mehr Any dowry Value Dowry

Post_1963 114815.22 18195.30 17292.14 123852.041 0.115 27707.053
[30035.36]** [8940.67]* [8580.88]* [50095.613]* [0.109] [11846.150]*

Post_1974 -85567.57 -14832.58 -10001.58 -100898.032 -0.168 -27795.61
[21761.93]** [8005.37]+ [7097.00] [37267.146]* [0.083]+ [9925.360]*

Post_1990 12435.01 5790.54 7674.07 4861.525 -0.061 1515.933
[7470.96]+ [4209.75] [3322.41]* [8770.851] [0.090] [5675.216]

Post_1998 42653.02 13881.31 15721.96 55404.731 -0.08 11934.828
[34998.87] [9502.40] [9131.76]+ [44518.686] [0.078] [16916.384]

Post_1961*(Non-municipality subdistrict) -12491.372 -0.176 -22906.98
[79069.779] [0.077]* [8224.494]*

Post_1974*(Non-municipality subdistrict) 40348.004 0.253 29244.494
[46457.238] [0.077]** [10210.650]*

Post_1990*(Non-municipality subdistrict) 6997.257 0.112 4930.57
[7564.468] [0.050]* [2510.014]+

Post_1998*(Non-municipality subdistrict) -31484.65 0.033 -85.717
[27813.782] [0.064] [13272.222]

Non-municipality subdistrict (upazila/thana) -89252.901 -0.269 -27738.54
[54203.525] [0.075]** [10648.248]*

F (Post63=Post74=Post90=Post98=0) 8.73 2.73 3.38 17 2.32 2.17

Observations 1367 1367 1367 1367 1367 1367

Notes: Regression estimates, outcome in column 5 is whether any amount of dowry reported to be given at marriage, outcomes in 
column 1 and 4 is real value of amount to be transferred to wife in case of divorce specified on marriage contract ("Value mehr"), 
outcome in columns 2 and 6 is real value of dowry given from bride to groom at marriage. Post_1963, post_1974, post_1990 and 
post_1998 are binary variables indicating that marriage took place after four each year indicated, which correspond to key changes in 
Muslim Family Law. Prices of mehr and dowry deflated to 2004 levels using price of jute. Regressions also control for relation to 
household head, a linear trend in year of marriage and seven 8-year period indicators to allow for non-linear time trends in marriage 
payments. Data come from the 2004 Bangladeshi Rural-Urban Linkages Survey conducted by IFPRI. Standard errors in brackets. + 
significiant at 10% level; * significant at 5% level; ** significant at 1% level.



Table 3: Robustness checks

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Value Mehr Value Dowry
Value 
dowry

Value 
bequest 
dowry

Bride's 
age at 

marriage

Age 
difference 
spouses

Bride's 
family 

wealthier

Post_1963 0.000 0.125 1.774 -0.152 -0.152
[0.000] [0.134] [1.348] [1.367] [1.367]

Post_1974 -7961.97 -0.148 -0.584 0.576 0.576
[8703.63] [0.114] [0.577] [0.854] [0.854]

Post_1990 -8131.21 0.029 -0.143 -0.022 -0.022
[5719.55] [0.053] [0.333] [0.487] [0.487]

Post_1998 -14483.58 0.096 0.15 -0.543 -0.543
[10681.55] [0.063] [0.330] [0.537] [0.537]

Age_13_Post_1963 -16388.893 22450.259
[76883.015] [7416.775]**

Age_13_Post_1974 -71641.402 -20499.102
[27533.416]** [10682.303]+

Age_13_Post_1990 29674.035 2634.12
[15486.999]+ [4145.845]

Age_13_Post_1998 4696.425 -4254.841
[9126.677] [5920.679]

Sample Muslims Muslims Hindus Muslims Muslims Muslims Muslims
Observations 1367 1367 137 1367 1367 1367 1367

Notes: Regression estimates in columns 1 and 2 are identical to those in columns 1 and 2 of table 2, except that dummy 
variables for legal changes measure whether respondent turned 13 by the time of each ammendment (rather than whether 
she married). Regression in column 3 identical to that of column 2 in Table 2, except that sample is restricted to Hindu 
hosueholds. Regression specifications in columns 4-7 are identical to those in column 1 of table 2, except for outcome 
variables: Column 4 outcome is the value of dowries that were reported in survey data to be given exclusively to the bride at 
marriage, column 5 dependent variable is bride's age at marriage, column 6 dependent variable is groom's age minus 
bride's age, and column 7 dependent variable is an indicator equal to one if the bride's family is reported to be wealthier than 
the groom's family at the time of marriage. See notes to Table 2 for details of estimates.




